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Abstract 
The presentation will review several examples of the effects of the 
manufacturing process and of the means to incorporate them, directly or 
indirectly, in the simulation of the shock or crash events. The use of the virtual 
material characterization is a key ingredient in addressing these issues (effects 
of manufacturing and new textile architectures) and it will be presented. 
 

1. Introduction 
It is generally felt that the numerical simulation of composite materials has not 
reached the required level to fully support the long-time promised explosion of 
the use of composite materials. One of the reasons is that the effects of the 
manufacturing and assembly processes are not taken into account in the 
assessment of the mechanical performance of the composite structures 
(statics, strength and crash). The manufacturing effects include the fiber 
reorientation, the thickness variations, the local fiber content variations, the 
fiber waviness, the micro and macro porosities, the degree of cure and of 
crystallization, the degree of intimate contact, the tows sections deformations, 
etc. Another reason is the lack of modelling tools for the ever increasing textile 
architectures put on the market. Because of these large domains of incomplete 
control of the knowledge and technology, the industry relies on large safety 
margins, at best involving statistical tools, that lead to add plies and therefore 
mass, hindering the full fruition of the lightness of the composite materials. 
 

2. Effects of preforming onto dry reinforcement impregnation 
In this section, one will start by reporting about the effects of the preforming 
onto the reinforcement impregnation. 

a. Example of the impregnation of a hemisphere. 
This example is one of the first example reported, it traces back to the 2002 
german SAMPE (1) and is due to a team of the InstitutfürVerbundwerkstoffe at 
Kaiserlautern, Germany. The figure 1 shows the RTM (Resin Transfer Molding) 
impregnation of a dry fabric placed in an hemispherical mold using a pole 
injection and the finite element simulation based on the Darcy equation using a 
uniform permeability (one can see a filling time contour plot showing a circular 
radial flow front evolution). One reminds that the Darcy equation relates the 
flow front velocity (V) through a porous medium to the pressure (P) gradient 



using the resin viscosity () and the preform permeability ([k]) material 
properties: 

V= [k]/ .grad (P) 
One can observe a clear discrepancy between the experimental results and the 
numerical simulation results. 

 
 

Figure 1: RTM injection of an hemisphere: experiment and simulation 
 
Actually, the permeability is not a number but a tensor and one must use the 
permeabilities of the warp and of the weft direction. But this is not sufficient to 
obtain a correct simulation. During the preforming of the dry preform, there is 
a reorientation of the fibers that happens and significant shearing up to nearly 
40° can be observed over the preform as can be seen on the figure 2. 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
Figure 2: Experimental measurements of the shearing angle along two parallels. 
 
Indeed, using a permeability field varying with the shearing angles and using 
the contour map of the shearing using a finite element simulation (PAM-



FORM), IVW was able to get a good correlation between the experiment and 
the simulation – see figure 3. 
 

 

 

Figure 3: Comparison of the injection experiment and of the simulation based 
on actual shearing and associated permeability. 
 
These phenomena are now well understood and can be taken into account in 
commercial software. The description of the fiber reinforcement reorientation 
may come from geometric but also directly from the machine creating the 
preform in case of fiber placement (AFP process, AFP standing for Automatic 
Fiber Placement) or braiding machines. 
Note that additional material data are needed to be able to run such an 
injection simulation, namely the permeability as a function of the shearing 
angle of the woven preform. 

b. Volume fiber content (Vf) variations around a radius 
The permeability is obviously strongly dependent on the fiber volume content: 
one can refer for example to one of the first model: the Kozeny Carman model 
(2). Looking at a typical section of the fiber distribution in a radius, one can see 
again a preforming effect onto the reinforcement impregnation. 

 
Figure 4: Section of a laminate around a radius showing the higher Vf close to 
the inner radius and the free space left for an easy resin flow close to the outer 
radius. 
 
In this section, we only focused on the impregnation consequences of the dry 
preform. One will see in section 6 that actually the mechanical properties are 
modified according to the flow velocity and therefore according to the 
preforming. 
 



3. Effects of textile processing onto subsequent forming steps 
In this section, one will cover some additional effects of the textile technology 
used in the manufacturing. 

a. Example of deviations of the fiber paths in the braiding process 
For the braiding process, there is no possible direct transfer of machine 
commands to a full description of the fiber paths to be used in the mechanical 
simulation tools. One option is the use of analytical formulae. The figure 5 
shows a comparison of a specific yarn path using analytical analysis and FE 
simulation (3). It shows that a full FE simulation is needed if one needs accurate 
fiber paths. 
 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5: LHS: Manufactured braided preform and a comparison of analytical 
and FE prediction of a particular yarn path. RHS: view of a braiding simulation. 
 
The last remark can extended to AFP and ATL (Automatic Tape Laying) because 
when the curvature of the part needs steering, gaps and overlay appear in the 
preform that departs from the targeted ideal design definition of the 
reinforcement. 

b. Example of tows section modifications in the braiding process 
Up to now, we have only considered the fiber paths themselves, but the textile 
technology also modifies the tows sections during the processing and creation 
of the fabrics or the braid. One can see on figure 6 a micrograph of a braided 
preform; to really account for this state of yarns deformations, a FE simulation 
is necessary. 
This kind of result needs to be appreciated with in mind the way this kind of 
phenomena is handled in the industry and in the academic world. Usually, a 
priori distribution of fibers is assumed or mathematical tools are used to 
provide some fiber distribution or these variations are accounted for through 
stochastic methods. 



 

 
Figure 6: LHS: Micrograph of a braided preform. RHS: section of the associated 
braiding simulation. 
 
Note that we do not pretend that it is possible to ask to the simulation to 
provide a comprehensive description of the reinforcement and of the 
composite itselfin a fully deterministic way. But we claim that manufacturing 
simulation should be used in order to provide a first realistic description of the 
composite part and that one should start tackling the various variabilities 
involved in a composite part earlier in the part manufacturing. That is the 
variability should be addressed at the yarn level and at the manufacturing 
process parameters variations level and not at design stage. 
 

4. Effects of preforming onto mechanical performance 
In this section, one will report some examples of fiber reorientation onto the 
mechanical performance. 

a. Effect of fiber reorientation on first ply failure analysis 
The work reported here was performed in the European FP7 FALCOM project. 
A four points bending test of an aeronautical frame was performed by EADS/M 
at Ottobrunn, Germany. Simulations were conducted using the design 
definition of the fiber orientations and using the fiber orientations coming from 
a draping simulation. Using commercial software based on idealized fiber 
orientation and a classical failure criterion like the Tsai-Hill criterion, one 
calculates a failure at the axis of symmetry. One can see a better prediction of 
the failure location on the figure 8. This improved result is obtained using the 
fiber orientation coming from a preliminary simulation of the draping operation 
(4). 



  

 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 8: View of the test setting; view of the offset of the failure w.r.t. the (red) 
axis of symmetry; Tsai-Hill contour plot based on simulated fiber orientation. 
 

b. Effect of fiber reorientation on progressive damage simulation 
The effects of the manufacturing process on catastrophic failure seen in the last 
section are the result of the evolution of damage in the composite part. One 
reports here the effects of the manufacturing process onto the progressive 
damage evolution itself. The mathematical model of the damage used in this 
example is the popular Ladevéze model(5). In the works of L. Greve and A.K. 
Pickett (6), the material characterization tests usually run to be able to simulate 
with the Ladevéze model are done not only for the undeformed coupon from 
the roll but also for pre-sheared sample, that is at the four following pre-
shearing values, +10°, - 10°, +170 and -17°.  The characterization is used to 
punch various deformable dics with various pre-shearing values and the results 
are seen on the figure 9 extracted from (6). 
Note again that additional material testing is required if one wants to simulate 
the actual composite discs. 

 
Figure 9: Results of progressive damage analysis on two punched pre-sheared 
composite discs. 



 
5. Effects of textile processing onto mechanical performance 

Having the objective to use the manufacturing results in mechanical 
performance simulation, generating the manufacturing process simulation 
results is not enough to improve the mechanical performance assessment. In 
this section, one would like to stress the need for having mechanical simulation 
software that can actually use these simulation results. 
In the following example an additional ingredient is introduced in the modeling. 
The part studied is a composite mudguard (7). But, at the difference of the 
approach used for the aeronautical frame described in section 3, the stiffness 
modification is not restricted to a modification of the fiber direction and 
rotations of the stiffness matrices. Here, all the elastic stiffness coefficients are 
calculated again using TEXCOMP (8). That enables to take into account the 
intra-tow deformations resulting from the shearing and from the interactions 
between the warp fibers and the weft fibers. 
 

 
Figure 10: Mechanical analysis integrating local stiffness variations accounting 
for local tow deformations 
 

6. Effects of RTM process conditions onto mechanical performance 
As announced in the section 2, one reports here a few information about the 
effects of the impregnation onto the final content of porosities and therefore 
onto the final mechanical part performance. E. Ruiz is one of the first author to 
report a comprehensive work covering both the prediction of micro and macro-
porosities (that is intra and inter-yarn porosities) occurring in the RTM 
manufacturing of composite parts and also the effects of the porosities onto 



the stiffness and strength – see the figure 10 from (9). A main outcome of this 
work is that there is an optimal flow velocity that minimizes the micro-voids 
(due to too high flow front velocity) and the macro-voids (due to too low flow 
front velocity). This is a useful observation for process engineers in order to 
optimize the process. This information can also be used by designers: assuming 
the knowledge of the stiffness and strength as a function of micro/macro-voids, 
the designer can run simulations using a contour of mechanical properties 
calculated from the map of porosities obtained at the end of the RTM process 
simulation. 

  
Figure 11: Variations of young modulus and strength with macro/micro-
porosities(9) 
 

7. Virtual Material Characterization 
As noticed in all the examples afore mentioned, accurate mechanical behavior 
of a composite structure requires not only the description from the 
manufactured part but also an enriched material characterization. Not only the 
standard mechanical properties (elastic stiffness, strength, strain energy 
release rate, etc.) obtained by testing the purchased material must be available 
for the mechanical simulations but the properties must also be available as a 
function of the parameters modified during the various stages of the 
manufacturing process. The list includes the fiber reorientation, the thickness 
variations, the local fiber content variations, the fiber waviness, the micro and 
macro porosities, the degree of cure and of crystallization, the degree of 
intimate contact, the tows sections deformations, etc. 
This requirement represents a significant additional burden to the simulation 
activity. In this section one report about active explorations of the virtual 
material characterization that could provide an alternative to expensive 
physical coupon testing. 
The permeability prediction has been shown to be an effective technique as 
demonstrated for example by the Nottingham University works. The idea is 
simply to start from a representative unit cell of the studied reinforcement, to 
inject (numerically) resin from one side (using a CFD software like the FPM 



method) and using the Darcy equation one can recover the permeability from 
the pressure drop – see (10) for more details. 
Drapeability prediction in order to simulate the draping operation has been 
tackled through themeso-mechanical modeling of individual tows and stitching 
yarns in (11). 
The prediction of elastic properties is now done more or less on a regular basis, 
at least in academic world. The prediction of damage properties requires more 
attention. A recent work shows significant progress in this direction[??]. The 
figure 11 shows the simulation process used in this work: filament winding 
simulation, extraction of mechanical properties and final use in a crash tube 
simulation. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 11: Material prediction and crash simulation: a global approach (12) 
 

8. Conclusion and challenges for E2E composites simulation 
This paper has presented an overview of current attempts to develop 
simulation tools contributing to the accounting of manufacturing effects in 
the mechanical design ofcomposite parts. Additional tools will be necessary 
in order to make this complete (end-to-end or E2E) simulation of composite 
parts a routine activity. We can mention for example tools to map results 
from one simulation into a different simulation tool using different 
numerical techniques and physics. The related statistic and reliability 
analysis tools will need integrating the variability of the material and of the 
manufacturing process. The composite part development process will 
iterate over a large loop ranging from material design, process design and 



part design. The resulting robustness and full control gained over the 
product development process will enable to decrease the safety margins 
and eventually really take advantage of the benefits of composite materials. 
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